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ABSTRACT Although membrane fusion mediated by influenza virus hemagglutinin (HA) is the best characterized example
of ubiquitous protein-mediated fusion, it is still not known how the low-pH-induced refolding of HA trimers causes fusion. This
refolding involves 1) repositioning of the hydrophobic N-terminal sequence of the HA2 subunit of HA (“fusion peptide”), and
2) the recruitment of additional residues to the -helical coiled coil of a rigid central rod of the trimer. We propose here a
mechanism by which these conformational changes can cause local bending of the viral membrane, priming it for fusion. In
this model fusion is triggered by incorporation of fusion peptides into viral membrane. Refolding of a central rod exerts forces
that pull the fusion peptides, tending to bend the membrane around HA trimer into a saddle-like shape. Elastic energy drives
self-assembly of these HA-containing membrane elements in the plane of the membrane into a ring-like cluster. Bulging of
the viral membrane within such cluster yields a dimple growing toward the bound target membrane. Bending stresses in the
lipidic top of the dimple facilitate membrane fusion. We analyze the energetics of this proposed sequence of membrane
rearrangements, and demonstrate that this simple mechanism may explain some of the known phenomenological features of
fusion.
INTRODUCTION
Fusion of two membranes into one is a common stage in
diverse cell biological processes. Entry of numerous patho-
genic viruses into their host cells is dependent on the fusion
of the viral envelope with cell membranes (Hernandez et al.,
1996). Although the localization, timing, and rates of bio-
logical fusion are tightly regulated by specialized “fusion”
proteins (Pevsner and Scheller, 1994), ultimately it is two
membrane lipid bilayers that must merge in fusion.
Protein-mediated fusion of biological membranes shares
a number of important features with fusion of protein-free
lipid bilayers:
Biological fusion and lipid bilayer fusion similarly de-
pend on the lipid composition of the outer and inner mono-
layers of interacting membranes (see, for review, Cherno-
mordik et al., 1995b, 1997, 1998).
Hemifusion, an early stage of lipid bilayer fusion (Cher-
nomordik et al., 1995a, 1998; Chenturiya et al., 1997; Lee
and Lentz, 1997), was recently documented for protein-
mediated fusion (Kemble et al., 1994; Melikyan et al.,
1995). At this stage the contacting monolayers of the mem-
branes merge, whereas the inner (distal) monolayers and
aqueous contents of cells or lipid bilayers remain distinct.
Finally, early fusion pores (i.e., aqueous junctions be-
tween membrane contents) have similar characteristics for
biological fusion and fusion of lipid bilayers (Monck and
Fernandez, 1992; Nanavati et al., 1992; Chanturiya et al.,
1997; Lee and Lentz, 1997; Melikyan and Chernomordik,
1997; Chernomordik et al., 1998).
These findings suggest that biological fusion, like lipid
bilayer fusion (see, for review, Chernomordik et al., 1995b;
Siegel and Epand, 1997), involves the formation of transient
and local nonbilayer fusion intermediates characterized by
strong bending of membrane monolayers. However, it is
still not known how fusion proteins catalyze these mem-
brane rearrangements and fuse lipid bilayers that would not
fuse on their own (Stegmann, 1993; Alford et al., 1994).
The best characterized fusion protein, influenza virus
hemagglutinin (HA), is a homotrimeric envelope glycopro-
tein (Wiley and Skehel, 1987; White, 1996). Each HA
monomer consists of two subunits: HA1, responsible for
virus attachment to sialic acid-containing viral receptor of
target membranes, and membrane-bound HA2, responsible
for fusion.
Fusion reaction is associated with two main transforma-
tions of the state of HA molecules.
First, each HA trimer participating in fusion undergoes
refolding to a new, fusion-competent conformation. This
process, also referred to as low-pH-activation of HA, is
triggered by acidic environment in endosomes (White,
1996). The important feature of this refolding is the change
in position of the conserved, hydrophobic amino-terminal
peptide of HA2 (fusion peptide). In the initial conformation
of HA the fusion peptide is hidden within the center of the
trimeric stem at a distance of 3.5 nm from the viral mem-
brane and 10 nm from the target membrane (Wiley and
Skehel, 1987). During refolding, the fusion peptide is ex-
posed and inserts into both viral and target membranes (see,
for review, Gaudin et al., 1995). In the final, low-pH form
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of the HA trimer, recruitment of additional residues to the
triple-stranded -helical coiled coil (Bullough et al., 1994;
Carr and Kim, 1993) results in the formation of a rigid rod
10 nm in length (Bullough et al., 1994).
Second, fusion is a cooperative event that requires mul-
tiple (three to six) HA trimers (Blumenthal et al., 1996;
Danieli et al., 1996). It is thought that low-pH-activated
trimers self-assemble to form ring-like clusters surrounding
future fusion sites (Bentz et al., 1990; Blumenthal et al.,
1995; Danieli et al., 1996; Zimmerberg et al., 1993). Within
this ring, membranes in the site of merger can be depleted
from proteins, as suggested by similarities between HA-
mediated fusion and the fusion of purely lipid bilayers
(Chernomordik et al., 1997).
An existing hypothesis on the role of HA in triggering
membrane fusion suggests that after low-pH activation, the
fusion peptide first moves to the end of the -helical coiled-
coil rod directed toward the target membrane, and then
binds to this membrane (Bullough et al., 1994; Weissenhorn
et al., 1997). Subsequent development of the outer helical
layer on the outside of the central coiled-coil of HA2 pulls
together target membrane with an inserted fusion peptide
and viral membrane with the transmembrane anchor of HA2
(Hernandez et al., 1996). An alternative hypothesis suggests
that the attachment of the fusion peptide to the target mem-
brane in a fusion-competent HA conformation is mediated
by tilting the HA trimer (Stegmann et al., 1990; Guy et al.,
1992; Tatulian et al., 1995), rather than by its major refold-
ing. It was also suggested that after initial binding of the
fusion peptide to the target membrane, the coiled coil of HA
splays apart and “melts” into the target membrane, bringing
it into contact with the viral membrane (Yu et al., 1994). In
the “cast and retrieve” model (Zimmerberg et al., 1993),
fusion peptide insertion into the target membrane triggers
the transition of the peptide into -helical conformation,
which causes a significant decrease in its length. The con-
traction of the fusion peptides of adjacent HA trimers forces
the target membrane first to dimple toward, and then to fuse
with the viral membrane. In yet another model, fusion
peptides exposed but not inserted into membranes dehydrate
the intermembrane space in the fusion site and thus allow
lipid merger (Bentz et al., 1990). In all of these models,
insertion of the fusion peptide into the viral membrane has
been assumed to correspond to an “inactivated” state that is
unable to induce membrane fusion (Weber et al., 1994).
Only in the model by Guy et al. (1992) is the interaction of
the fusion peptides with the viral membrane considered to
be a necessary step of the fusion process. In this model
initial insertion of some fusion peptides into the viral mem-
brane results in tilted orientation of HA trimers relative to
the membrane, and gives rise to interaction of the remaining
fusion peptides with the target membrane, the latter being
followed by fusion.
All of these hypotheses, however, do not explain the
origin of the driving forces for the self-assembly of HA and
its role in the fusion mechanism. Furthermore, it gives no
insight into the physical mechanisms by which either some
specific low-pH conformation of HA or the transition be-
tween different conformations causes the rearrangements
and fusion of membrane lipid bilayers.
In this study we propose a hypothetical mechanism of
protein-mediated fusion of lipid bilayers that explains some
of the established features of the HA-mediated fusion and
suggests a new possible role for the fusion peptide. In
contrast to most existing hypotheses, in our model, fusion is
mediated by HA with fusion peptides inserted into viral
membrane. In other words, we consider the conformation
that is usually postulated to be inactive to be of primary
significance for fusion.
We suggest that
A “spring” loaded between the stem of HA and its fusion
peptide embedded into viral membrane produces a bending
moment that tends to bend the membrane in the vicinity of
the HA trimer, locally inducing a saddle-like shape of the
membrane. The resulting complex of the trimer with the
membrane will be called below the saddle-like membrane
element.
To minimize the developed mechanical stress, saddle-like
membrane elements self-assemble into a ring-like cluster,
with a lipidic spot within the ring. The cluster induces
bulging of the viral membrane and formation of a dimple
with a lipidic top growing toward the target membrane.
This dimple brings the lipid bilayer of viral membrane
close to the target membrane (provided that the membranes
are kept together by HA1 interaction with sialic acids on the
surface of the target membrane and by that of HA2 mole-
cules that inserted their peptides into target membrane).
Bending stresses in the lipidic top of the dimple facilitate its
fusion with the target membrane.
MODEL
Because HA has the power to fuse lipid bilayers in the
absence of any other proteins (Stegmann, 1993), in our
analysis we will consider HA to be the only protein species
present.
We assume that the ectodomain of low pH-activated HA
at the time of fusion is a rigid structure capable of exerting
the force. X-ray data suggest that the C-terminal fragment of
the HA2 ectodomain located between coiled-coil and the
transmembrane domain is disordered in the low pH confor-
mation and, thus, can be rather flexible. This may lead to
tilting of HA2 rods with respect to the membrane plane
(Tatulian et al., 1995) or to stretching of the disordered
C-terminal fragment along the rigid rod (Hughson, 1995).
Electron microscopy data on the morphology of HA spikes
for different strains of HA at low pH show no major
changes in the appearance of these spikes on the time scale
of membrane fusion (recently reviewed in Shangguan et al.,
1997). These findings and the observation that the low pH
form of HA2 also appears perpendicular to the membranes
(Wharton et al., 1995) indicate that HA is not flexible
enough to significantly bend and reorient along the plane of
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the membrane. There is also no experimental evidence for
stretch of the disordered C-terminal fragment.
We will also assume that membranes around the future
fusion site are kept together at an average distance of 10 nm.
Experimental data suggest that this binding is mediated by
HA1 interaction with sialic acids on the surface of the target
membrane (Wiley and Skehel, 1987), complemented, after
low pH application, by insertion of fusion peptides of sev-
eral HA trimers into target membrane (Schoch et al., 1992;
Chernomordik et al., 1997). However, note that our model
does not suggest or require any specific mechanism of the
binding between membranes.
Saddle-like membrane element
Let us first consider one HA trimer embedded in a lipid
bilayer. In the neutral pH conformation, each HA monomer
is anchored in the viral membrane by its transmembrane
domain. After low pH application, insertion of the fusion
peptide of HA into the viral membrane provides an addi-
tional anchor for the ectodomains of HA. In parallel, re-
cruitment of additional residues to the coiled coil confor-
mation in HA trimers leads to growth of a rigid rod
consisting of three -helices, wrapped around each other.
This process exerts forces (f) pulling the anchors toward the
growing rod, as illustrated in Fig. 1 a, and deforming the
membrane.
To analyze the resulting deformation of the membrane,
we first consider the shape of a hypothetical particle: the
protein within a small fragment of lipid bilayer separated
from the rest of the membrane (Fig. 1). The forces f bend the
membrane fragment along the lines connecting the anchors
and the rod. Most probably, the anchors have limited free-
dom to move in the membrane plane near the protein,
influencing the shape of the membrane fragment and con-
tributing to minimization of the overall energy of the sys-
tem. We assume that the positions of the three anchors on
the imaginary circumference around the protein are to some
extent asymmetrical (Fig. 1 a). This is a most general
assumption, which can be supported by the observation that
after low pH activation, the HA trimers become tilted from
the membrane normal in the presence or absence of bound
target membranes (Tatulian et al., 1995). Such tilting may
result from asymmetrical distribution of pulling force with
respect to the rigid rod.
As a result, the bending produced by the forces f occurs
in a particular direction, as illustrated in Fig. 1 b, i.e., it has
an anisotropic character. We will describe it by the curva-
ture cp of the membrane surface determined in the direction
of the bending (Fig. 1 b). The curvature corresponding to
bending the membrane toward the -helical rod (cp in Fig.
1 b) will be defined as positive.
To account for the thermodynamic work Ap performed by
the protein in the course of bending, we characterize the
action of the forces f by an effective anisotropic bending
moment p applied to the unit length of circumference of the
membrane fragment. The thermodynamic work by the pro-
tein computed per unit area of the membrane fragment is
Ap p  cp (1)
While the protein performs the work (Eq. 1), an element of
the membrane resists deformation because of its bending
rigidity . The elastic energy accumulated in the course of
bending by a unit area of membrane is (Helfrich, 1973)
fb
1
2   J
2, (2)
where J is the total curvature of the fragment of the mem-
brane equal to the sum of the two principal curvatures, J 
c1  c2.
The total change in the energy per unit area of the
membrane fragment consists of the contributions in Eqs. 1
and 2,
f
1
2 p  J
2 p  cp , (3)
where the second term is negative, as the thermodynamic
work (Eq. 1) performed by the protein corresponds to a
decrease in its free energy.
According to Eq. 3, the energy of the membrane fragment
is minimal, if the total curvature J remains equal zero,
whereas the curvature cp along the direction of the bending
by the protein becomes positive. This conformation can be
achieved if the membrane fragment adopts such a shape
where one of the principal curvatures, c1, coincides with
FIGURE 1 Deformation of membrane fragment by activated HA trimer.
(a) Forces exerted by growing rigid rod on fusion peptides anchored in the
host membrane. K is the total force; f is the force acting on each fusion
peptide. (b) Saddle-like shape adopted by a hypothetically isolated mem-
brane fragment. cp is the curvature produced by HA; c1 and c2 are the
principal curvatures.
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cp(c1  cp), while the second principal curvature has the
opposite value, c2  cp, so that the total curvature van-
ishes, J  c1  c2  0. The resulting shape of the mem-
brane fragment is a saddle-like shape illustrated in Fig. 1 b.
The generation of saddle-like shapes by anisotropic bending
properties of membranes has recently been considered by
Fournier (1996).
According to our model, the complex of an activated HA
trimer with a small portion of lipid bilayer tends to adopt a
saddle-like shape, provided that the fusion peptides are
inserted into the viral membrane. The energetics of this
process is described by Eq. 3.
For the estimate below we need to relate the bending
moment p to the total force K exerted by the growing
-helical rigid rod and applied to the anchors and, then, to
the energy released as a result of the coiled coil transfor-
mation Fc-c. An exact relationship between p and K de-
pends on the orientation of the rod with respect to the
membrane, a related partition of the total force K between
the anchors, a length reached by the rod, and other unknown
details. For the qualitative predictions of the present model
we will use a simplest relationship following from the
dimensional analysis and neglecting all of the details men-
tioned above, p  K.
An approximate relationship between the total force K
and the energy Fc-c can be written as K  Fc-c/Lc-c, where
Lc-c is the total length the rod reaches as a result of the
coiled coil transformation. In this relationship we assume
that the total energy Fc-c is gradually released in the course
of the whole structural transformation and neglect the pos-
sible deviations from this simple scheme. The resulting
expression relating the bending moment to the energy of the
reaction is
p
Fc-c
Lc-c
(4)
Ring-like cluster of activated trimers leads to
formation of fusion dimple
Although the hypothetical isolated membrane fragment con-
taining an activated HA trimer is free to have the shape of
minimal energy, being embedded into a flat lipid bilayer, it
is constrained and cannot adopt a saddle-like shape. Indeed,
such a process would be related to a strong deformation of
the surrounding membrane and, thus, cost energy of mem-
brane bending (Helfrich, 1989). Because it is difficult to
determine exactly the resulting shape of the membrane and
the corresponding energy, we applied an approximative
consideration suggested by Helfrich (1989). The estimate
shows that at reasonable values of parameters, the energy
price of membrane bending exceeds by far the gain in
energy due to the HA-containing membrane fragment ac-
quiring the saddle-like shape. Therefore, we assume that the
membrane element with a single activated trimer remains
flat despite its tendency to curve. However, a saddle-like
deformation becomes possible as a result of the cooperat-
ivity of many saddles (Helfrich, 1989). At high surface
concentrations of saddles, one expects the formation of an
“egg-carton” superstructure of the whole membrane (Hel-
frich, 1989; Fournier, 1996).
We consider the case of relatively low membrane con-
centrations of saddles corresponding to the number of HA
trimers per unit area of the viral membranes on the order of
104/m2 (Taylor et al., 1987) and analyze a possibility of
local changes in membrane shape driven by self-assembly
of the activated trimers in clusters.
We assume the in-plane form of a protein cluster to be a
ring (Fig. 2). The inner radius of the ring rin is determined
by packing of the trimers. Specifically, we suggest that the
minimal HA ring consists of six trimers, as illustrated in
Fig. 2. This suggestion is in accord with the conclusion of
Blumenthal et al. (1996) and corresponds to the closest
packing of the trimers. In this model, the inner radius of the
cluster, rin, is close to the radius of the HA trimer rp. We
will assume that rin remains constant in the course of all
deformations of the membrane after the formation of the
cluster.
The area of the ring Acl is determined by the number of
trimers in the cluster, NA, each trimer having an in-plane
area ap. According to our model, the minimum cluster has
an area Acl  6ap.
The tendency of the ring-like clusters of proteins to adopt
a saddle-like shape leads to bulging of the membrane and to
formation of a structure called the fusion dimple. The hat-
like shape of this dimple (Helfrich, 1989) is illustrated in
Fig. 3.
In the dimple the surface covered by the protein cluster
with an adjacent (from outside of the protein ring) lipid
bilayer has the shape of a funnel (Fig. 3). Such a surface has
a saddle-like form at every point and therefore matches the
preferred shape of the membrane elements containing the
activated trimers. More specifically, we assume that the
form of the funnel is that of an axisymmetrical surface with
zero total curvature, J  0, called a catenoid (axisymmetri-
cal minimal surface; Nitsche, 1975). Because of the vanish-
ing total curvature, such a funnel does not require any
bending energy of the membrane. Thus the energy of the
funnel is determined solely by the thermodynamic work
FIGURE 2 Ring-like cluster formed by six HA trimers in the membrane
plane.
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performed by the protein molecules,
Ffp  cp  dA, (5)
where the integral is taken over the area of the protein
cluster.
The considered shape of the funnel is an approximation,
as in reality, its surface has to deviate from that of a catenoid
in the region of transition of the dimple to the undisturbed
part of the cell membrane (Petrov and Kozlov, 1984). How-
ever, according to the estimate derived in the Appendix, the
elastic energy of this transition region is much smaller than
the energy of the top of the dimple and, hence, can be
neglected.
Moreover, two or more dimples approaching each other
can mutually influence the shape of the funnels. In the
present qualitative model we will also neglect these correc-
tions.
The top of the fusion dimple closing the funnel has the
shape of a part of a sphere, i.e., it is characterized by
considerable total curvature J. The saddle-like membrane
elements containing the trimers do not enter this region of
the membrane because its shape is unfavorable for them.
Therefore, the dimple top consists only of a portion of lipid
bilayer situated inside the protein cluster (Fig. 3). In contrast
to the funnel, the lipidic top is under bending stress related
to its curvature Jt, and its elastic energy is
Ft
1
2 Jt
2  At , (6)
where At is the area of the top.
The physical factor driving the bending of the top and,
consequently, giving rise to its elastic energy (Eq. 6) is the
bending moment p exerted by the activated trimers in the
funnel around the top.
We suggest that the bending stress accumulated in the
lipidic top facilitates fusion of the dimple with the target
membrane. Indeed, hemifusion with the target membrane
relieves the bending stress of the outer monolayer of the
lipidic top, whereas complete fusion removes the whole
bending energy of the lipidic top.
In the following section we analyze the total energy of a
dimple F and the bending energy accumulated in its top Ft
in terms of the area of a protein cluster Acl and the bending
moment p exerted by the proteins. We find the conditions
of formation of the dimples and determine the dependence
of the number of dimples on the surface concentration ct of
the activated HA trimers.
CRITERIA FOR FORMATION OF
FUSION DIMPLES
Elastic energy of fusion dimple
The elastic energy of a fusion dimple is the sum of the
energy of the funnel (Eq. 5) and that of the top (Eq. 6), F 
Ff  Ft.
The meridional curvature cp of the surface of the catenoid
describing the shape of the funnel in Eq. 5 can be expressed
through the tangent angle to the profile of the surface 
(Fig. 3),
cp
1
r0
sin2. (7)
The area element of the surface of the funnel is given by
dA2	r02
d
sin3 . (8)
The parameters r0 in Eqs. 7 and 8 has the dimension of
length and sets the scale of the shape of the catenoid. It can
be related to the radius rin and the tangent angle in at the
inner boundary of the funnel (Fig. 3):
r0 rin  sin in . (9)
The curvature Jt and the area At of the spherical top of the
dimple are determined by rin and in, with the assumption
that the transition from the top to the funnel is smooth,
Jt2
sin in
rin
, At
8	
Jt2
1 cos in.
Taking into account Eqs. 5–9, we obtain the expression for
the elastic energy F of the dimple,
F 4	1 cos in 2	prinsin inlog tgin/2tgout/2,
(10)
where out is the tangent angle at the outside boundary of
the protein cluster (Fig. 3).
The first term in Eq. 10 gives the energy Ft of the top of
the dimple (Eq. 6), and the second term accounts for the
energy (Eq. 5) of the cluster of HA trimers.
Integration of Eq. 8 gives a relationship between in, out
and the area Acl of the cluster:
Acl
	rin2
 sin2incos outsin out2 cos insin in2
 log tgin/2tgout/2.
(11)
FIGURE 3 Dimple of hat-like shape resulting from bulging of the mem-
brane by the ring-like cluster of activated HA trimers.
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To obtain the equilibrium values of the energy (Eq. 10), we
have to minimize it with respect to in, taking Eq. 11 into
account. As a result, we obtain an additional equation,
2
prin
sin in 1
 cos in  log tgin/2tgout/2
 1
 cos in Acl	rin2   sin out
2
sin in2
.
(12)
Solving Eqs. 11 and 12 together, we obtain in(Acl) and
out(Acl), determining along with the value of rin the shape
of the dimple. Inserting these functions into Eq. 10, we
obtain the total energy of the dimple as a function of the
area of the protein cluster. This procedure has to be per-
formed numerically, as Eqs. 11 and 12 have no analytical
solution. However, in a limiting case of small area of
cluster, Acl/	rin2  1, the problem can be solved analyti-
cally. We obtain for the values of the tangent angles,
in
prin
4 
Acl
	rin2
out
prin
4 
Acl
	rin2 1 12 Acl	rin2 ,
and for the energy,
F
	
8
prin2

  Acl	rin2 
2
. (13)
The energy is negative and increases in its absolute value
with the area of the cluster Acl, and with the value of the
bending moment of protein p. The dependence of the
energy F on the area of protein cluster obtained numerically
in a wide range of Acl is presented in Fig. 4.
This analysis suggests that the self-assembly of the trim-
ers in a ring-like cluster accompanied by the dimple forma-
tion reduces the elastic energy of the system accounting for
the work performed by the activated proteins and the bend-
ing energy accumulated in the top of the hat. It means that
such structures should form spontaneously.
Bending stress at the top of the dimple
Whereas the change of the total elastic energy F is negative,
the bending energy Ft accumulated in the top of the dimple
is positive and grows with an increase in the area of the HA
cluster and with an increase in the bending moment p. For
small areas of the cluster, this energy is
Ft
	
8
prin2

  Acl	rin2 
2
. (14)
FIGURE 4 Dependence of the energy of fusion dimple F on the area of the ring-like protein cluster Acl, plotted according to Eq. 10. The energy is
expressed in the units of kT, where k is the Boltzmann constant and T is the absolute temperature; the area is presented in units of 	rin2 , rin being the internal
radius of the protein ring. The values of the parameters are k  20kT, prin/2  0.6.
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Fig. 5 illustrates the behavior of Ft in a wide range of Acl.
Number of fusion dimples
The number of protein clusters giving rise to the dimples is
determined by the surface concentration of the activated
trimers ct.
To find this dependence, we consider the thermodynamic
equilibrium between the proteins in clusters and the single
protein molecules remaining in the membrane. At equilib-
rium, a decrease in the elastic energy of the system F
resulting from transfer of an additional HA trimer to a
cluster is compensated for by the loss of translational en-
tropy of proteins. It can be expressed in common terms as
the condition of equal chemical potential of an HA trimer in
a cluster, A, and that of a single trimer, m. For the clusters
consisting of N  Acl/ap trimers, this condition can be
presented as
m
0 
 kT ln cmA0 Acl
 kT
ap
Acl
ln cAN, (15)
where cAN is the surface concentration of the clusters of this
kind, and kT is the product of the Boltzmann constant and
the absolute temperature. The terms proportional to kT on
the left and right sides of (15) determine the contributions of
the translational entropy to the chemical potentials of the
single and aggregated HA trimers, respectively. The terms
p
0(Acl) and m0 describe the contribution to A and m from
all intramembrane interactions.
In addition to Eq. 15, we use the condition of a given total
concentration ct of the activated HA trimers, expressed by
cm
 
Acl
min
	
cAN 
Acl
ap
 ct , (16)
where the sum is taken over all possible areas of cluster,
starting from its minimum value Aclmin.
Equations 15 and 16 allow us to relate the concentration
of clusters cAN to the total concentration of proteins ct, provided
that the difference between p0(Acl) and m0 is known.
We assume that the difference 
(Acl)  A0 (Acl)  m0 is
determined only by the change in the elastic energy F resulting
from the transfer of one trimer to a cluster. Then we can write

Acl ap
F
Acl
.
FIGURE 5 Dependence of the energy of the lipidic top of the fusion dimple Ft on the area of the ring-like cluster Ft. The units and the values of
parameters are as in Fig. 4.
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Differentiation of Eq. 10, taking into account Eqs. 11 and
12, gives

Aclap
p
rin
sin2out
sin in
, (17)
where the values out and in are the solutions of Eqs. 11
and 12. Because the angle in cannot exceed 	, the differ-
ence 
(Acl) is negative. This confirms again the tendency
of the proteins to aggregate.
The behavior 
(Acl) illustrated in Fig. 6 has a nonmono-
tonic character. However, the minimum of this curve for all
reasonable values of parameters corresponds to the normal-
ized area of the cluster Acl/	rin2  2, which is smaller than
the normalized area of the minimal cluster Acl/	rin2  6
considered in our model. Therefore, for practical purposes
the function 
(Acl) can be seen as negative and decreasing
monotonically in its absolute value, approaching zero for
Acl/	rin2 3 	.
Equations 15 and 16, determining the surface concentra-
tion of clusters, are analogous to the problem of formation
of micelles of surfactant in aqueous solution (Tanford,
1980). In analogy to the well-known results of this theory,
we conclude from Eqs. 15 and 16 that the concentration of
the clusters cAN decreases exponentially with the number of
aggregated trimers N. Therefore, we will neglect all of the
clusters larger than the minimal ones with the aggregation
number Nmin  6. The concentration c*A of these clusters is
then determined by the equation
ct 6  c*A
 c*A1/6  exp
Aclmin. (18)
Numerical solution of Eq. 18 is illustrated in Fig. 7. The
surface concentration of clusters c*A increases with the total
concentration of the activated trimers ct. For the total con-
centration exceeding a particular value c*t (analogous to the
critical micelle concentration (cmc) in the case of surfactant
micelles), c*A reaches the same order of magnitude as ct. For
the values of parameters used in Fig. 7 and discussed below,
the value of c*t is 1000 trimers/m2.
DISCUSSION
Low pH-activated HA efficiently fuses two lipid bilayers
into one. Although a great deal is known about the low
pH-induced major refolding of HA, and the rearrangements
FIGURE 6 Dependence of the chemical potential of HA trimer in cluster p on the area of the cluster Acl. p is expressed in units of pap/rin. The values
of parameters are as in Fig. 4.
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of the lipid bilayers in fusion, a missing link is the coupling
between these two processes. In the present work we sug-
gest a scenario by which the activated fusion proteins such
as HA can produce viral membrane dimples surrounded by
a ring-like cluster of HA and committed to fusion with the
target membrane.
We hypothesize that acidification of HA trimers triggers
insertion of their fusion peptides into the viral membrane.
The subsequent extension of a rigid coiled coil conforma-
tion exerts a force that bends the viral membrane. The
resulting tendency of membrane elements containing acti-
vated HA to adopt a saddle-like shape drives self-assembly
of the proteins in a ring-like cluster, and formation of a
membrane dimple directed toward the target membrane.
The growth of this dimple can provide a very close local
contact between the membranes initially separated by a
distance of 10 nm, which is too large for fusion. The
bending stresses at the top of the growing dimple facilitate
its fusion with the target membrane. Because HA molecules
are excluded from the top of the dimple, fusion of the lipidic
bilayers of the viral membrane and the target membrane
depends on membrane lipids, as does fusion of protein-free
lipid bilayers.
Fusion peptides of low-pH activated HA molecules insert
into both target and viral membranes (Gaudin et al., 1995;
Weber et al., 1994). We suggest the mechanism by which
the insertion of the fusion peptides into the viral membrane
can cause membrane fusion. In previous studies this process
has been associated with an inactivation of HA, leading to
the loss of its ability to induce fusion (see, for a review,
Gaudin et al., 1995). In contrast, insertion of the peptide into
the target membrane has been hypothesized to lead to pro-
ductive, fusion-competent HA conformations. In our model
insertion of the fusion peptides into a viral membrane along
with the extension of the coiled coil conformation are re-
sponsible for the protein clusterization, membrane bulging,
and accumulation of the bending stresses leading to fusion.
Basic estimates
Let us estimate whether the model gives reasonable predic-
tions for real values of parameters. The bending energy of
the top of a dimple, Ft, and the number of the dimples
formed per unit area of the membrane, c*A, depend mainly
on the energy of the coiled coil transformation, Fc-c, and the
surface density of the activated proteins, ct. Additional
parameters important for the qualitative estimates are the
length of the rod reached as a result of the coiled coil
transformation Lc-c, the radius of the lipid spot inside the
protein ring rin, the in-plane radius of an HA monomer rp,
and the bending rigidity of the membrane .
The maximum length of the rod is assumed to be Lc-c 
10 nm (Bullough et al., 1994); the radius rin, approximately
equal in our model to the in-plane radius of one HA trimer,
is rin  rp  4 nm (Wiley and Skehel, 1987); the bending
FIGURE 7 Dependence of the surface density of fusion dimples c*A on the total surface density of the activated HA trimers ct. The values of parameters
are N  6, rin  rp  4 nm, Fc-c  60kT, Lc-c  10 nm.
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modulus of the bilayer is assumed to be   20kT (Nigge-
mann et al., 1995). To estimate the energy Fc-c, we use the
hypothesis (Carr and Kim, 1993; Bullough et al., 1994) that
the transition of an HA trimer from initial to low pH
conformation involves the extension of the preexisting
three-stranded coiled coil to include the loop regions and the
short, external -helices. This reaction involves transition of
6 heptads of each of the three HA2 subunits to the coiled
coil conformation (Carr and Kim, 1993; Bullough et al.,
1994). The free energy of the coiled coil transition can be
estimated as 1–2 kcal/mol for one heptad (Boice et al.,
1996; Jelesarov and Bosshard, 1996; Krylov et al., 1994).
Assuming the transition energy of 2 kcal/mol, the estimate
of Fc-c for one HA trimer gives Fc-c  60kT. The estimate
of the corresponding total force and bending moment ex-
erted by the growing rod gives K  p  Fc-c/Lc-c  2.4 
1011 N. The force pulling each of the three fusion peptides
inserted into the membrane is on the order of f  8 
1012 N.
The question can arise, whether the tightness of binding
of the anchors (fusion peptides) to the membrane is suffi-
ciently strong that the pulling of the anchors by the growing
rod does not detach them from the membrane. To estimate
the energy of such an attachment, we use the binding
constant of a fusogenic synthetic peptide to phospholipid
bilayers, determined by Ishiguro et al., (1996). For neutral
pH this value is 42.5 mM1 (Ishiguro et al., 1996), which
gives the energy of attachment of15kT per fusion peptide.
The length of a fusion peptide is 3 nm (Ishiguro et al.,
1996). The resulting force needed to detach the fusion
peptide is 2  1011 N, which is larger than the pulling
force estimated above. It is noteworthy that in acidic con-
ditions the force of attachment of the fusion peptide to the
membrane can be even larger, because of an increase in
hydrophobicity of the molecule and a change in its orien-
tation in the membrane (Ishiguro et al., 1996).
According to our model, the bending energy Ft 
4	(1  cos in) accumulated at the top of the dimple and
released during its fusion with the target membrane in-
creases with the energy of the coiled coil transition Fc-c and
the number of trimers composing the ring-like cluster. For
the value Fc-c  60kT, and in the case of six trimers in the
cluster, the inner tangent angle resulting from solution of
Eqs. 11 and 12 is in  0.6, and the estimated bending
energy Ft is 45kT. Even this lowest estimate of Ft is close
to the energy required to locally merge the contacting
monolayers of two membranes in a fusion intermediate
called the stalk (Kozlov and Markin, 1983; Siegel, 1993).
The energy of this intermediate was estimated as in Siegel
(1993), using 10kT for the bending modulus of monolayer
(Niggemann et al., 1995). Thus the bending stresses at the
top of the dimple are sufficiently strong to facilitate fusion.
Fig. 7 presents the dependence of the surface density of
the fusion dimples c*A as a function of the density of the
activated HA trimers ct, assuming the energy of the coiled
coil extension Fc-c  60kT. If ct changes in a range from
1000 to 30,000 trimers/m2, which corresponds to HA
densities in HA-expressing cells (Danieli et al., 1996) and in
viral envelopes (Taylor et al., 1987), respectively, the den-
sity of the dimples changes drastically from just a few to
5000/m2. The characteristic area of contact of virus with
the target membrane is on the order of 0.002 m2, assuming
the radius of the contact area to be 25 nm. If all HA
molecules in this area are activated, the number of dimples
in the contact area will be 10. If only 50% of HA are
activated, we still can expect about five dimples in the
contact zone. A similar number of dimples (two dimples)
can be expected in cell-cell fusion mediated by HA, assum-
ing a contact area of 1 m2, and a surface density of HA of
1000 trimers/m2 with half of them activated. This estimate
shows that the surface density of HA in viral particles
and in HA-expressing cells is sufficient to promote dimple
formation.
Although this analysis suggests that the hypothetical
mechanism developed here is consistent with many exper-
imental findings on HA-mediated fusion, our model is
clearly oversimplified. For instance, the only role for the
fusion peptide in this model is to hold the HA ectodomain
to the viral membrane while the HA trimer undergoes
refolding. On the other hand, it is known that the interaction
of the isolated fusion peptide with lipids alters the elastic
properties of lipid monolayers and destabilizes bilayer
structure (Rafalski et al., 1991; Epand and Epand, 1994;
Luneberg et al., 1995). We also ignore the possibility of
additional molecular interactions between HAs in the clus-
ter. Note, however, that the HA interactions in the cluster
should not be too strong to allow its breaking by expansion
of the fusion pore. The close contact between viral and
target membranes can also affect both the conformational
changes in HA in the fusion site and the dimple develop-
ment. The inactivation of HA with time after low pH
application (Duzgunes et al., 1992; Ramalho-Santos et al.,
1993; Korte et al., 1997) is also neglected here, as are all
kinetic aspects of the protein assembly, dimple develop-
ment, and lipid bilayer fusion.
Conclusions and possible
verifications of the model
Despite the striking diversity of different biological fusion
processes, the actual rearrangements of membrane lipid
bilayers apparently proceed via similar lipid-involving in-
termediates (Chernomordik et al., 1995b; Monck and Fer-
nandez, 1992), and the proteins that mediate fusion can
share important structural motifs (Hernandez et al., 1996).
The hypothetical mechanism of the protein-mediated fusion
discussed here for HA-mediated fusion can work in other
fusion processes. A similar scenario has been suggested for
exocytosis by Monck and Fernandez (1992). In their “scaf-
fold” model, unidentified fusion proteins surrounding a
fusion site induce dimpling of the plasma membrane toward
the granule membrane, and provide the bending stress of the
tip of the dimple to promote its fusion. Our model suggests
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a specific physical mechanism of these processes for a
well-characterized protein.
We focused here on the illustration of the main idea and
the most important predictions of the model, such as the
crucial role of insertion of the fusion peptide into the viral
membrane and HA-dependent dimpling of viral membrane
in the fusion site. Dimple formation by the described mech-
anism can explain electron microscopic observations of
deformed influenza virus particles with angular or undulat-
ing membranes (Ruigrok et al., 1992) and with discontinui-
ties and bleb-like structures (Shangguan et al., 1997) ob-
served at low pH. Importantly, these structures appear at
significant numbers only after 10 min of incubation at low
pH (Shangguan et al., 1997), indicating that viral envelope
dimples, if they exist and are required for fusion, are rather
infrequent, small, and transient structures. If formation of a
membrane dimple did not result in fusion (for instance, in
the absence of the target membrane), refolding of HA into
the final low pH conformation would eventually yield in-
activated molecules with discharged spring “engines.” We
hope that the future morphological and structural character-
ization of the fusion intermediates arrested downstream
from the low pH application (Schoch et al., 1992; Cherno-
mordik et al., 1997) will allow us to verify whether fusion
is preceded by the formation of a membrane dimple. The
specific dependence of the dimple number and, correspond-
ingly, fusion rate on the surface density of the activated
trimers (Fig. 7) can be tested experimentally by altering
either the pH applied, or the surface density of HA compe-
tent for low-pH activation (Clague et al., 1991; Danieli et
al., 1996).
Two other important parameters of the system can be
changed experimentally by mutagenesis. The first is the
length of the hairpin loop sequence having a high propensity
for forming a coiled coil. Variation of this parameter will
change the energy released in the low-pH-induced extension
of the coiled coil and, thus, the bending moment p exerted
by the protein. The second is the structure of the fusion
peptide determining the strength of its attachment to the
membrane. Reduction of the energy of this attachment
should eliminate formation of the fusion dimples.
We hope that further experimentation and development
of the physical models of biological fusion will help re-
searchers better understand the correlation of the structure
of fusion proteins with their function as catalysts of lipid
bilayer rearrangements.
APPENDIX
In this section we estimate the elastic energy of the transition region
between the dimple and the flat membrane. We model the shape of this
region as a segment of a regular circular toroid connected to the catenoidal
funnel at the radial coordinate R˜, as illustrated in Fig. 8. Transition from the
funnel to the toroid is smooth, so that the tangent angle  remains constant
at R˜.
In contrast to the funnel, the total curvature of the toroid is different
from zero, and its formation requires elastic energy Fext. To compute this
energy, we recall that the shape of the funnel of zero total curvature is
given by (Helfrich, 1989)
z z0 r0  log rr0
 	r
2
r0
 1, (A1)
where r is the radial coordinate and r0 is determined by Eq. 9.
The total height H of the dimple involving the contributions of the
spherical top, the funnel, and the toroidal segment is
H rt1 cos in
 r0  logR˜r0
 	R˜2r0  1
 r0  logrinr0 
 	rin
2
r0
 1
 rext1 cos ext,
(A2)
where rin and in are introduced in the main section, rt  rin/sin in is the
curvature radius of the spherical top, rext is the radius of the toroidal
segment cross section, and ext is its arc angle.
Denoting the arc length of the toroidal cross section by l, using Eq. A1,
and assuming the tangent angle  to be small, we express approximately
the geometrical characteristics of the toroidal segment by
ext
r0
R˜
(A3)
rext
l
ext

l  R˜
r0
, (A4)
and its area by
Aext 2	R˜  l. (A5)
We estimate the energy of the toroidal segment as
Fext
1
2   Aext 
1
rext2
. (A6)
This expression overestimates the energy, as it neglects the contribution of
the second principal curvature of the toroidal surface, which is smaller than
1/rext in its absolute value, but has an opposite sign and, hence, results in
a decrease in the elastic energy.
Inserting Eqs. A4 and A5 into Eq. A6, we obtain
Fext	
r02
lR˜
. (A7)
The energy (Eq. A7) has to be minimized with respect to the coordinate R˜
of transition from the funnel to the toroidal segment, taking into account
the relationship between l and R˜ given implicitly by Eq. A2. Inserting Eqs.
FIGURE 8 Cross section of a dimple, including the toroidal region of
transition from funnel to flat membrane.
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A3, and A4 into Eq. A2, we obtain a differential form of this relationship,
dR˜
dl 
1
2
1
1 1/2R˜
.
The energy minimization accounting for r0/R˜  1 results in l  R˜, so that
the energy of the toroidal segment is
Fext	 
r02
R˜2
. (A8)
Using the obtained relationships together with Eqs. A2–A4 and Eq. 9, we
find
R˜
1
2 rin  1
 cos in
 exp12
 1 cos insin2in   exp Hrinsin in.
(A9)
The value of the angle of the spherical cap resulting from the calculations
of the main part is in 0.6. We assume the height of the dimple to be H
10 nm, whereas the value of rin is taken to be equal to 4 nm.
Using these values in Eq. A9, we obtain R˜  100 nm. Taking into
account l  R˜, the radius of dimple projection on the plane of flat
membrane can be estimated as 2R˜  200 nm.
Inserting the obtained value for R˜ together with Eq. 9 into Eq. A8, we
estimate the energy of the transition region from the funnel to the flat
membrane as
Fext  5 104	. (A10)
This energy is much smaller than the energy of the spherical top,
Ft 4  1 cos in	 0.7	, (A11)
and hence is neglected in the main part of this paper.
Let us emphasize that we estimated the upper limit of the energy of the
transition region. In the case of a virus particle whose dimension is lower
than the estimated base of the dimple, transition from the funnel to the
surrounding membrane does not require formation of a toroidal segment
and, hence, is not related even to the small energy (Eq. A10).
We thank Drs. Gregory Melikyan and Joshua Zimmerberg for critical
reading of the manuscript and helpful discussions.
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